My name is Jean Paul (JP) Santos and I’m a Ph. D candidate from the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department. UCLA has been a tremendous environment for student learning and research. Every day, we get to meet with students from various backgrounds; therefore, collaboration from various diverse backgrounds only enriches both our academic but also personal experience. An as engineer, I will bring practical and common sense solutions to the table. As your VPEX, I will work to uphold our Bruin values when dealing with complex issues facing our graduate student body when representing us to the UC Student Association and other student groups. The three big issues I will focus on are:

1. TA, GSR, RA support
2. Improve Student Wellness and Awareness (Housing, Campus Life)
3. Advocacy for M.S./Ph.D/Professional students in all forms of government

This year, vote for JP, as I serve YOU first in GSA.